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Our aim with this presentation is sharing the experience of “Talleres Antropoloops” (https://play.antropoloops.com), drawing on it as a live illustration of the possibilities of popular music remix for educative inclusion and community development. The story of “Talleres Antropoloops” as a living entity where school managers, teachers, educators, children, artists and researchers work from traditional and popular music linked to personal and culturally entrenched memories, resonates with academic literature of social-design laboratories (Gutierrez, 2018) and community engaged research (Kinloch, Larson, Orellana, & Lewis, 2016) were processes of social transformation and bidirectional learning are enhanced. In all these projects, the emancipatory strength of learning is achieved through a non-hierarchical consideration of knowledge systems (Foucault, 1978; Freire, 1995) and the facilitation of meaningful communicate-creative processes among them (Macías-Gómez-Estern, 2020).

Talleres Antropoloops is an experimental educational project (now planning replication in other contexts) where educational innovation, musical education and cultural integration are achieved using the remixing of traditional world music. The project is based on the idea of situating music, in our lives and in real imaginary maps.
interfaces that function as spatial devices that allow students to interact with the musical remix. The first pilot experience has been developed during three school years (2017-2020) at the CEIP San José Obrero School in the Macarena district of Seville (Andalucía, Southern Spain), a neighborhood with a population with very diverse social and cultural backgrounds.

While presenting the story, agents and motives of this project, we will reflect on the power of music (Cross, 2014; Perez-Aldeger, 2014) and specifically remix of popular music as a facilitator for the inclusion of different “narratives” in academic life and the enactment of emotions that drive all “real learning” processes (Macías-Gómez-Estern, Martínez-Lozano & Vásquez, 2014) where not only cognitive concepts are involved but also social participatory and identity change are at stake.
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